Analysis of HLA expression in human tumor tissues.
Cancer cells can be detected and destroyed by cytotoxic T lymphocytes in many experimental tumor systems, and--as has been well-documented--in some human tumors. In humans however, most diagnosed tumors are not eliminated by T cells but grow steadily, invading and metastasizing until the host is destroyed. Evidence is accumulating that progressive tumor growth occurs not because the immune system is defective or deteriorated, but because the cancer cell is capable of developing a variety of strategies to escape immune recognition. In addition, cancer cells acquire new biological properties to generate invasive capacity in order to migrate and colonize new tissues. Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) antigens are molecules that are specialized in communicating with the T cell receptor and natural killer (NK) cell ligands. With the former, they use the interaction with peptides derived from processed cellular and exogenous proteins to monitor self and non-self status. With the latter, they determine the degree of activation and killing capacity of NK cells by interacting with NK receptors. Any change in the MHC profile of tumor cells (including classical and nonclassical MHC molecules) may therefore have a profound influence on the immune recognition and immune rejection of cancer cells. We have reviewed the data from our laboratory and other groups, and have presented a standardized procedure for analyzing the MHC profile of human tumors with special emphasis on the quality and laboratory use of the material obtained from microdissected tumor samples. Appropriate tissue processing is of particular relevance, since it is not possible to obtain tumor cell lines from most patients. Oncologists require rapid information on the MHC profile of the tumor if gene therapy is envisaged to restore normal MHC class I gene expression.